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Disk recorder Pro is an award-winning software that records multimedia files (CDs, DVDs, and VCDs, as well as streaming
digital files, over a network or local area network) and records audio (CDs and MP3s) to various types of media on computer,
including CDRW, DVD, CD-R, DVD+R, DVD-R, Blu-ray, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, DVD+RW, CD-RW, CD-RW, Blu-ray+,
DVD-RAM, and DVD-RW, and almost all memory cards are supported. All recorded files have related metadata, including: the
recording date and time, a thumbnail image, the size, the play time, the song name, the artist, and a comment. The recorded files
can be played back or imported into the edit function. The contents of the right mouse menu provides convenient operation
functions. Disk recorder Pro is an ideal application for recording VCD, DVD, CD, MP3, MP4, WMA, WAV, FLAC and other
multimedia on computer. Some features: 1. Mark the recording time, date, artist and title for each file 2. Alarm to alert you of
the recording time 3. Support automatic identification of the files recorded (just add the file path and then click "Start") 4. You
can record the files from your computer, over the network or local area network 5. Support progressive playback for all files 6.
Search files by date, title, artist, file type, etc. 7. You can create a text file, a database or a playlist for importation into
audiotrack softwares, editing programs, etc. 8. Set the video size before recording, including portable media, webcam, remote
media players, a scanner, or a mobile phone. 9. Record the audio with the program as the main sound 10. Support the recording
and can be run in multi-language. Key words: CD recorder, DVD recorder, video recorder, video burner, audio recorder,
audiotrack recorder, digital recorder, audio burner, audio, video, video and audio,
media,.wmv,.wma,.mp3,.mp4,.wma,.avi,.mkv,.avi,.wmv,.mp4,.mov,.mp3,.wav,.mp4,.m4a,.avi,.wmv
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Clicking the right mouse button while the mouse cursor is over the image you will convert all images to chosen format or,
alternatively get pop-up menu. It contains various items for controlling how the image in that view is displayed. PicuSizer allows
you to easily add thousands of images to be converted, and with a single click. The conversion and re-sampling of images is
based on the unique algorithms that enable recognition of arbitrary objects and re sampling based on current image quality. This
tool is very easy for novice user as well as very power for most experienced professional. PicuSizer Features: 1) Image preview:
*Choose from image files from your computer *Choose from images files on the internet *OR the window that pops up, allows
you to choose images from the clipboard. 2) Image resize: *Choose any dimensions from thumbnail - full screen - custom.
*Choose any percentage from 100-100% *Or choose any percentage of the image height and width. 3) Image positioning: *Top,
left, right, bottom *Vertically, Horizontally, Rotate 90, Rotate 180, or Rotate 270 4) Image cropping: *Left - right - top -
bottom 5) Image GIF Compression and re-compression: *No loss in quality *GIF is not converted to JPEG 6) Image JPEG
Compression and re-compression: *Quality 0-100 7) Image PNG Compression and re-compression: *Quality 0-100 8) Image
BMP Compression and re-compression: *No loss in quality 9) Image Import and Export *Import images from file, clipboard,
clipboard from the web. *Export all images to JPG format 10) Image Adaptive Resolution: *When the quality of the image is
bad, it will be resized automatically to keep the resolution of the image as close as possible to the input size. *When the quality
of the image is good, the quality of the output file will be unchanged and the resizing is automatic. 11) Image Import and Export
- FTP: *Import images from file, clipboard, clipboard from the web. *Export all images to JPG format *The FTP protocol is
used to transfer the data to the server. *When the server supports TCP protocol, you will not be able to connect to the
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Batch resize of images offers a universal and unique solution to create a versatile platform to automatically resize your images.
Just like the old days, a number of images could be enlarged or re-sampled within seconds. Batch resize of images offers a
unique and suitable solution to do pre-work before transferring your images to your web, designing a product packaging, image
pixelisation for various purposes. Are you a beginner? Are you an experienced user who desires to take your image-editing skills
to the next level? Then this tool would be very beneficial for you. This tool is not like any other. You can apply many different
methods to resize an image, say, 5 different methods for an image width & height of 1000 x 1000 pixels. Batch resize of images
also offers many conversion functions and in built quality control tools for getting the best results. Batch resize of images
Description: This is a powerful and easy-to-use software which enables you to calculate image DPI, preview image properties
like Width, Height, Color Depth and Resolution, as well as resize your images without altering their aspect ratio. Batch resize of
images is a tool which is being widely used by high-end designers, graphics experts, start-ups and many other professionals to
boost their image-editing skills, automate image conversion, and increase productivity. This software will be useful if you want
to resize multiple images at once. Batch resize of images Description: Batch resize of images offers a universal and unique
solution to create a versatile platform to automatically resize your images. Just like the old days, a number of images could be
enlarged or re-sampled within seconds. Batch resize of images offers a unique and suitable solution to do pre-work before
transferring your images to your web, designing a product packaging, image pixelisation for various purposes. Are you a
beginner? Are you an experienced user who desires to take your image-editing skills to the next level? Then this tool would be
very beneficial for you. This tool is not like any other. You can apply many different methods to resize an image, say, 5
different methods for an image width & height of 1000 x 1000 pixels. Batch resize of images also offers many conversion
functions and in built quality control tools for getting the best results. Batch resize of images Description: This is a powerful and
easy-to-use software which enables you to calculate image DPI, preview

What's New In?

* What's a Batch Conversion? * Whole Images for Image Conversion * PicuSizer Features * How to install PicuSizer *
Adjusting Quality * EZ Converter * How to save pictures in a different folder * How to import a image with a keyboard
shortcut * How to convert images in a single file * High Quality * Save Quality * Edit images * Show path of image * Freeze
and unfreeze conversion * Relocate * Save Alignment * Rename images * Thumbnails * Edit images from keyboard shortcut *
Free download PicuSizer Date: 13.3.2006 PicuSizer - free Image Conversion and Sampling 4 24 PicuSizer is a free, powerful
and easy-to-use software application to batch convert and write images. PicuSizer supports many image formats including
formats like GIF, JPEG, JPEG-2000, PNG, BMP. Clicking the right mouse button while the mouse cursor is over the image you
will convert all images to chosen format or, alternatively get pop-up menu. It contains various items for controlling how the
image in that view is displayed. PicuSizer allows you to easily add thousands of images to be converted, and with a single click.
The conversion and re-sampling of images is based on the unique algorithms that enable recognition of arbitrary objects and re
sampling based on current image quality. This tool is very easy for novice user as well as very power for most experienced
professional. PicuSizer Description: * What's a Batch Conversion? * Whole Images for Image Conversion * PicuSizer Features
* How to install PicuSizer * Adjusting Quality * EZ Converter * How to save pictures in a different folder * How to import a
image with a keyboard shortcut * How to convert images in a single file * High Quality * Save Quality * Edit images * Show
path of image * Freeze and unfreeze conversion * Relocate * Save Alignment * Rename images * Thumbnails * Edit images
from keyboard shortcut * Free download PicuSizer Date: 13.3.2006 Hide Thumbnails 2 File Type: JPEG File Size: 36.4 KB
Views: 274
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System Requirements:

HDD ~40GB ~40GB RAM ~4GB ~4GB CPU Dual Core Dual Core OS Windows Vista or Windows 7 RAM Windows Vista or
Windows 7 POWER Windows Vista or Windows 7 Internet-Related Requirements (Recommended) Supported Formats: All
public versions are compatible The installer software is a standalone program. It does not need the CD-ROM drive, does not
need the original version of the program or the CD-ROM, and does not need the.NET Framework.
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